
Abstract: Whe n studyin g th e constitutiona l choic e of  Europea n voting rules , mos t
power index analyses concentrate on member states'  relative decisiveness for fanning
winning coalitions in the Council of Ministers. These studies have two shortcomings:
(a) They ignore the distribution of relative power between the Commission, the Coun-
cil of Ministers and the European Parliament, as  defined by the multi-cameral Euro-
pean legislative procedures, (b) They disregard the absolute notion of power, which is
dependent on the inclusion of member states  in winning coalitions under various vot-
ing rules . In this articl e we  presen t ou r approac h o n membe r states'  constitutiona l
choice of European voting rules with regard to the two notions of power: actors'  rela-
tive decisiveness  and their absolute inclusiveness in decision making. We present an
index to  measure inclusiveness and apply our concept  to the European multi-cameral
legislature. On the basis of our study, we present a reasoned account of motives behind
member states' recent institutional reforms of legislative procedures.

/. The constitutional change of European voting rules

Constitutional event s hav e recently  change d the voting  rules of  the Europea n (EU)
legislature. Since  the mid 1980s,  Treaty reforms such  as  the Single European Act in
1987, the Maastricht Treaty in 199 3 an d the accession  of Portugal and Spain (1986)
and of Austria, Finland and Sweden  (1995)  hav e brought abou t continued modifica-
tion to  E U voting rules. To study this  constitutiona l change two prominent measure-
ment concepts  ar e applied : th e cooperative  intergovernmenta l powe r inde x an d the
non-cooperative spatial model approach. Under the cooperative assumption of binding
and enforceable agreements, the power index approach concentrates on different vot-
ing rules and the effects  of accession scenarios.  It reduces the phenomenon of Treaty
reform to  th e questio n of  how the  distributio n of  voting weights in th e Counci l of
Ministers determines the distribution of power between member states'.
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between the Commission, the Council and - in some cases  -  the European Parliament
(EP). Based  on actors'  spatia l preferences , these  model s focus  o n the choice  within
rules in a uni- or multi-dimensional policy space.  With regard to EU decision making
their applicatio n reveals  th e strategi c interactio n between  differen t votin g bodies .
Except for Article 148 , 2b, all EU legislative procedures require a  Commission pro-
posal that must be adopted by the member states  with unanimity, simple or qualified
majority. Sinc e most voting power studies have ignored the interaction between EU
voting bodies, the spatia l model approach calls their utility fundamentall y into ques -
tion (Garrett/Tsebelis 1996 , 270).  The application of spatial models, however, under-
estimates certain fonnal voting differences between member states,  voting weights for
example, when studying the impact of various EU decision-making procedures instead
of the impact of member states' constitutional choice.

In this paper we argue that both approaches have so far failed to give a satisfactory
account of  the complexity  of  the EU institutional framework.  Whe n member states
make a  constitutional choice, they  decid e o n the application of voting rules fo r EU
legislation without knowing their own and others' spatial preferences on future legisla-
tive proposals (Buchanan/Tullock 1962 , 78). This is the major difference between the
choice within and the choice of voting rules. Intergovernmental power index analyses
assume that the configuration of member states'  voting weights in the Council of Min-
isters sufficientl y explain s the constitutional choice  of voting rules in the expanding
community (Brams/Affuso  1985,  Hosli 1993,  Johnston 1995 , Widgren 1994 , Lane et
al. 1995).  If some actors ar e privileged with higher voting weights or individual veto
rights, relative voting power studies calculate their formal prerogatives by their rela-
tive abilities of being decisive in forming winning coalitions. We call this element of
constitutional choice analysis relative decisiveness , describing one property of voting
rules, namely the distribution of expected gains from future decision making.

Yet, relativ e decisiveness  does  no t reveal  th e second  propert y of  voting rules.
According to this concept, all member states  have the same relative power under sim-
ple majority, qualified majority and unanimous voting in the case  of "One-Man-One-
Vote" provisions (König/Bräuninger 1998,  136) . Though weak simple majority voting
increases the power to act of the voting body as  a whole, unanimity requires the inclu-
sion of  all actors,  thu s leadin g to  a  high status  qu o bia s (Buchanan/Tulloc k 1962 ,
Coleman 1971) . As the introduction of majority rules entails the possible exclusion of
an actor, the crucial question is whether a member state accepts the possibility of being
in a minority position in future EU legislation: In order to  measure this second  prop-
erty of voting rules we introduce our concept  of absolute inclusiveness describing the
amount of expected gains from future decision making.

Our concern is the description of both aspects of power for the various EU proce-
dures. In our view,  member states  choose  specifi c votin g rules to  allocat e power in



order to obtain a (fair) distribution or legislative gains, we argue mat me combination
of both relative decisiveness and absolute inclusiveness reveals the allocation of power
for specific policy areas . Relative decisiveness i s understood as  reflecting the actors'
chances of  determining th e legislativ e outcome-  Membe r states  provid e themselves
with shares of votes to make a distribution of legislative gains they have agreed upon
possible. Inclusiveness, however, refers to the possible number of decisions dependent
on th e strengt h of  the  voting rule. Bot h concept s ar e relate d to  th e membe r states'
expectations of EU legislative gains, determining their constitutional choice of either
unanimity, qualified majority, simple majority, or single veto players for specific pol-
icy areas-

In addition to  previous voting power studie s we  not  onl y take  int o accoun t the
power to act of the voting body as  a whole but also the interaction between EU voting
bodies. Fo r thi s purpos e we  formulat e inter-institutional sets  o f winning coalition s
consisting of the Commission, members of the Council and - sometimes - of the EP.
The remainder of this article is divided into three sections. In section 2 we present our
concept of  acting entities and the inter-institutional set  of winning coalitions. There-
after, we  introduc e th e indice s o n relative decisiveness  an d absolut e inclusiveness .
Finally, we apply both measures on current EU legislative sets of winning coalitions.

2. Acting entities and inter-institutional sets of winning coalitions

The concept  of legislative winning coalitions i s a  fundamental element of the game -
theoretical measurement of  legislative entities' decisiveness and inclusiveness. Refer-
ring to th e assumptio n o n methodologica l individualism, both measures  presuppos e
the identification of relevant actors  an d their procedura l interaction . In the past , the
identification proble m of  EU winning coalitions  was  often  falsel y trivialised - This
trivialisation found its expression in the ignoring of inter-institutional interaction, the
assumption of  a  unitar y (parliamentary ) actor,  o r th e disregar d of  actors'  votin g
weights. We intend to improve the reliability of our approach by presenting our con-
cept of EU actors and EU procedural interaction (Figure 1).

In game-theoretical analyses, actors are simply defined as entities making choices
in a specific context. This definition first presumes the identification of the acting enti-
ties and then considers the qualification of goal specificity, independence and consis-
tence for their actions- In international relations theory, the unitary actor assumption of
state behaviour i s an illustrative example for the ongoing debate on the identification
problem of acting entities (Achen 1995) . In the field of power index analysis the pri-
mary task of actually identifying the relevant legislative entities is a well-known prob-
lem. "Paradoxes" like the paradoxes of quarrelling members, of new members and of
size (Brams 1975),  or the paradox of redistribution (Fischer/Schotter 1978 ) illustrate



ie entities themselves, are modified.

figure 1 : bU legislative game

To avoi d identification problems , we  begin ou r analysi s b y distinguishing between
three types  of  legislativ e entities : individual s (natura l persons) , corporat e actors
(organisations with delegate s as  thei r agents) , an d collective  actors  (votin g bodies) .
Like a natural person, a corporate actor is often considered to be a unitary entity hav-
ing well-behaved preferences over outcomes and acting on purpose. Hence, there is no
difference between individual and corporate actors  if we ignore the controlling prob-
lem of delegates. In contrast to individual and corporate  actors,  collective actors  ar e
analysed as  aggregates of individuals and/or corporate  actors.  The aggregation prob-
lem of individual and/or corporate actors is the topic of social choice theory. Studies in
this area  show that the unitary actor  assumption on collective actors  rarely applies in
cases of two or more preference dimensions (McKelvey 1979 , Koehler 1990) .

In EU legislation all three types of  actors ar e relevant. Commission, Council and
EP are voting bodies aggregating different sets  of legislative entities. The Commission
prepares proposals on which most of EU legislative decisions are based. In principle,
the Commission is a college of twenty Commissioners each responsible for his or her
General Directorate . Each Commissioner i s provided with his o r he r ow n portfolio,
carries th e mai n leadershi p responsibility , an d i s independen t of  th e Commissio n
President i n determining bow to  act  o n EU legislative decisions . We  therefore  con-
ceptualise th e 'Commission as  a  unitar y actor  i n EU legislation with the responsible
Commissioner as its agent (see also Spence 1994 , Westlake 1994) .

In the Council, the governments of the member states are represented by delegates
mediating between  thei r own  government s an d those  of  othe r delegates  (Johnsto n
1994). National governments instruct their delegates,  who then cast their votes homo-
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conceptualise the national delegate as an entity voting for its member state. Regarding
the member states ' votes,  we ca n distinguish between equal and unequal settings. In
the case  of the EU qualified majority rule with 71,2% voting quota, voting weights
differ between  large and smaller member states,  thus providing for unequal settings .
Against this , equa l setting s ar e provide d fo r b y th e simpl e majorit y criterio n an d
unanimity wher e membe r states  ar e counted  one-country-one-vote . Membe r states'
votes are then aggregated in the Council, a collective actor facing other voting bodies
in the course of EU legislative decision making.

Although the EP is less  involved in EU legislative decision making, the disaggre-
gation of the EP's entities  causes  further conceptua l difficulties. Apart from different
combinations of formal institutional settings, parliamentary systems  differ in terms of
specific peculiarities characteristic  of a particular legislature. A specifi c characteristi c
of th e E P i s th e affiliatio n of  parliamentar y representatives  to  both  politica l an d
national groups- The fact that the vote of EP representatives on national group affilia-
tion is merely a  repetition of the intergovernmental , state-versus-state  conflict in the
Council, means that it is the political group affiliation that points out the unique contri-
bution of parliamentary participation in EU legislation. We model political groups a s
EP entities with votes weighted according to their party representatives on the grounds
that party cleavage is observed to dominate over national cleavage in the formation of
majority coalitions (Jacobs et  a),  1992,  Attina 1990) . Sinc e no political group has an
absolute majorit y at  it s disposal , politica l grou p votes  are , b y empirica l necessity ,
aggregated in the EP.

The varying voting rules in the Council and the EP reveal different levels of EU
legislation. We can distinguish between three levels: the basic game, the subgame, and
the compound game. The basic game refers to the prime entities such as individuals or
national party delegations which form the political groups in the EP. On the subgame
level, the internal coalition problem of the member states  in the Council and the par-
liamentary politica l group s i n th e E P ha s to  b e solved . Excep t fo r constitutiona l
unanimity, the Counci l subgame offers two voting criteria, since, even in the case  of
majority voting, amendments always  require unanimity among member states.  Under
the cooperation and codecision procedures, the EP may take action or no action. Pre-
venting endorsement by no action slightly decrease s the majority criterion, since - as
the EP has always been a voting body consisting of an equal number of representatives
- 50 per cent of all votes ar e sufficient to prevent action while taking action needs 50
per cent plus one votes.

Finally, the procedural settings of EU legislation define legislative sets of winning
coalitions consisting of all entities necessary to  adopt a proposal.' However, identify -

'hU legislative sets  ot  winning coalitions require consent among all relevant voting bodies and thus
depend o n th e solutio n of  the  coalitio n problems a t th e subgam e level . Winning coalitions of  the



mg hU mter-mstitutionai sets  o f winning coalitions is made rather more complicated
for two reasons: First, the Council and the EP's voting rules vary, and second, the role
of the Commission i s rather speculative . According to Article 155,  the Commissio n
holds the exclusive right to initiate legislation and the right to modify a proposal at any
point of procedure (Article 189a , 2), thereby making the Commission the agenda set-
ter. Moreover, the Commission also has the right to withdraw, if the proposal's original
object i s fel t to  have been  emasculated by amendments (Ushe r 1994) . The Commis-
sion cannot, therefore, be excluded from the set of all relevant legislative entities.

Legislative sets  of winning coalitions represent the cornerstone of our analysis of
EU legislative entities ' decisiveness  an d inclusiveness . Wit h regar d to  th e fact  tha t
member states  establish different legislative sets  by introducing different procedure s
for EU policy areas , we investigate the reasons for member states making the choices
for specific institutional settings that they do-  We  take into accoun t the arguments of
spatial analysts on the importance of actors' policy preferences by means of our inclu-
siveness index . In addition, we  apply th e relativ e decisiveness  concep t to  th e inter -
institutional sets of winning coalitions in EU legislation. In the following section we
argue that member states  take into accoun t the effects  on both their decisiveness and
their inclusiveness when they introduce or change the procedural settings for EU pol-
icy areas.

3. Decisiveness and inclusiveness in European legislation

The bicamera l settin g of  th e standar d procedure betwee n the  Commissio n an d th e
Council and the semi-tricameral participation of the EP under cooperation and of the
Commission under codecision procedure suggest that member states  try to  reach dif-
ferent goals by Treaty reform, such as reducing EU transaction costs or decreasing the
so-called democrati c defici t (see  Wessels  1991 , Ludlow 1991) . In the past . Treat y
reforms have given the Commission functions of legislative agenda setting and safe-

bicameral standard procedure require the consent of the Commission and of the Council referring to
unanimity, simple or qualified majority subgames of member states. The semi-tricameral cooperation
procedure includes the EP in EU legislation in one out of two sets  of feasible winning coalitions: the
first se t encompasse s th e Commission and all member states , th e second se t consist s of  coalitions
comprising the Commission, more than 62 Council votes and at least half of the EP votes. The latter
set of winning coalitions i s also feasibl e under codecision  procedure, but in this case  the second set
combines th e unanimous membe r states  with a t leas t th e absolut e majority of  EP votes.  Sinc e th e
Commission no longer has th e right to withdraw its proposal when Council and Parliament conciliate
their views  i n th e second  readin g of  th e codecisio n procedure, th e Commissio n ca n b e excluded .
Hence, under codecision procedure the EP holds the same position as the Commission under coopera-
tion procedure. In this respect, both combinations of the two sets of winning coalitions install a semi-
tricameral system: either the EP or the Commission can be excluded from EU legislation.



guarding, and the EP more rights in EU legislation. However, since the member states
ire the signatories of the EU constitution, we argue that their expected  gains are the
Iriving force  behin d th e materia l integration of policy area s an d the  constitutiona l
;hoice of different procedures. Thus, by focusin g solely on the impact on qualified
najority rule in the Council, many intergovernmenta l analyses ar e unable to provide
nsight on the reasons for institutional delegation.

This shortcomin g i s bes t illustrate d by som e of  the partl y striking , the n agai n
)artly insufficient conclusions drawn from such voting power calculations. The most
M-ominent result was  the discovery  of the "dummy player-position" of  Luxembourg.
\ccording to relative voting power analysts, Luxembourg therefore did not realise the
'act that it would have no relative power during the first EU Treaty era under qualified
najority rule (Bram s 1976) . Second  to this . Counci l power  inde x analysi s recentl y
:laimed to have "uncovered " th e unfavourable British attitude towards  th e blocking
ninority rule, as  th e proposed increase from 23  to  26  minimum votes would reduce
he British relative power share (Johnston 1995). Others argue that, due to the acces-
sion of  new members , the relative decisiveness  difference s between  unanimity an d
najority voting rules become less  and less pronounced (Lane et al. 1995) . Such strik-
ng conclusions prompt the question of whether membe r states  actuall y misperceiv e
he impact of Treaty reform or whether the study of relative decisiveness is an insuffi-
:ient tool fo r explaining intergovernmental choice of EU voting rules (Garre t e t al .
.995).

On closer inspection, indices on relative decisiveness are calculated using the con-
;ept of  simpl e game s wit h two  properties : First , simpl e game s onl y differentiat e
)etween winning and losing coalitions; and, second, they satisfy monotonicity assum-
ng the continuance of a winning coalition in cases of additional members.2 In the case
>f simple games, indices of relative decisiveness are single valued solution concepts
)n pivota l entities . Bein g pivota l ca n b e interprete d a s bein g a  relativ e resourc e
•esulting from the entities ' probabilit y of  realising their preferenc e in the collectiv e
mtcome. If member states  hav e different voting weights under majority  rule , thes e
esources can be distributed asymmetrically. However, since member states make their
:onstitutional decision on Treaty reform under unanimity, the question is why a  mem-
)er state should accept a  higher voting weight of another member state  providing the
atter with more relative resources for future majority decision making.

In our view the constitutional choice of EU voting rules depends on the expected
;ains from potential legislation which are determined by both the number of feasible
iecisions an d th e distributio n of  their gains . Whe n reforming th e E U framework ,
nember states ' centra l motive is to improve their gains from future legislation based
m thei r expected  profit s minu s thei r expected  costs  of  potentia l E U legislation ,

Tor any coalition S  of  the actor  set  N, v(S)=l if S  i s winning, and v(S)='0 if S  i s losing , where v
epresents the characteristic function; v  i s monotonic if v(S)'iiv(T) for any SsT  .



According to  Buchanan/Tulloc k (1962,  70) , signatorie s decrease  th e votin g quot a
when al l incumbent s expec t highe r gain s from  futur e majority  legislation . Accord-
ingly, if membe r states  expect  to  b e affected  similarl y b y futur e legislation , the y
establish the "One-Man-One-Vote"  provision providing for a  uniform distribution of
expected gains . Consequently , different  votin g weights  ar e establishe d to  obtai n a
balanced distribution of EU legislative gains if the status quo or the expected decision
affect membe r states  differently . Fo r example , th e unificatio n of  German y ha d n o
effect on the distribution of member states' voting weights because the latter serve  as  a
parameter for the distribution of expected gains rather than for the representative size
of the member states' population.

Voting weights, minority blocking rules, veto  player positions o r multi-cameral -
ism with different subgames are all methods of balancing the distribution of expected
gains. Despit e their procedura l variety , all these  method s ma y differentiat e between
the entities' relative ability of being decisive on any EU legislative proposal. Though
relative power index analysis i s widely used, its application on EU inter-institutional
sets of  winning coalitions impose s severe  demand s o n the method of measurement.
Compared to unicameral analysis, th e normalisation over  all entities mus t appropri -
ately reflect the conditions for the different levels, the basic games, the subgames and
the inter-institutional compound game (Konig/Braiminger 1996,  338). Taking this into
consideration, the most applicable concepts for the analysis of the relative decisiveness
of entities in inter-institutional sets of winning coalitions are arguably the normalised
Banzhafand the Shapley-Shubik index (Nurmi 1987),

Although both indices have certain theoretical parallels, they differ with respect to
their conceptions of critical defections. An entity's relative contribution to transform-
ing winning into losin g coalitions determine s th e relativ e Banzha f power (Banzha f
1965). In particular for inter-institutional sets  of winning coalitions, the additivity of
these critical positions must be called into question, since the Banzhaf index takes into
account severa l critica l position s i n on e singl e winnin g coalitio n (Dubey/Shaple y
1979). This raise s th e question of how to  interpre t Banzhaf additive power, because
highly vulnerable minimal winning coalitions become more important fo r the power
calculation than those only made vulnerable by a  few member s (Shelley 1986) . For
this reason , the inter-institutional relationship of  Banzhaf decisiveness  i s highly dis -
torted by th e differen t membershi p size  of  EU voting bodies. Th e Shapley-Shubi k
index refers to all possible voting sequences and checks how often each entity is able
to transform a losing into a winning coalition (Shapley/Shubik 1954) . An entity's deci-
siveness is defined as the probability of being pivotal, i.e. decisive in one of all equal
probable voting sequences. Based on this probability concept, the individual Shapley-
Shubik shares, ̂ -, can be added up over any set  of actors and be interpreted as an addi-
tive measure for relative coalitional power. We  therefore  appl y the Shapley-Shubi k
index to measure individual decisiveness.



we regard relative decisiveness as oeing one major aspect ot member states con -
stitutional choice. Following the same line of thought, we consider their choice of the
strength of a voting rule to be the second major aspec t of EU institutional integration
because it influences the likely policy outcome s tha t will ensue. Weak voting rules,
like simple majority, increase the number of feasible decisions by facilitating the pos-
sible exclusion of entities from the EU legislative se t of winning coalitions, whereas
unanimity guarantee s high inclusiveness fo r all actors , resulting in a  high status qu o
bias of single favourable winning coalitions. The rationale for member states ' choice
of unanimity rul e might therefor e b e a n expectatio n of  low legislativ e gain s eithe r
because of low profits o r high costs. Accordingly, member states  only expose  them-
selves to the danger of exclusion if they expect  higher profits from future EU legisla-
tion.

The strength of a voting rule refers to the entities' chances of being included in any
potential decision. Since we assume Yes- and No-votes to have the same probability,
all feasible coalitions are equiprobable. In simple games, the probability of an entity's
inclusion varies between 0.5 and 1.0. Strong voting rules guarantee the inclusion of an
entity's preferences in the collective decision, whereas the inclusion of an entity's pref-
erence is determined by luck if it can be excluded from any feasible winning coalition
(Barry 1989,  287). Thus, the inclusiveness of a dummy player is still 0.5. Assuming v
to be a simple game, where v^^l if S is winning, we define the inclusiveness index < a
of actor i in the game v as
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i.e. i' s number of participations in winning coalitions in relation to the number of all
feasible winning coalitions (Brauninger 1996) .

Neither th e relative nor th e absolute aspec t of  voting power solel y describ e the
choice of voting rules. In our view, voting rules ar e instruments that ca n be used to
obtain a uniform distribution of legislative gains ove r all member states . Unanimity
and majority voting rules stee r th e power  to  ac t by defining the number of  feasible
decisions, whereas various voting prerogatives, such as  voting weights or single veto
player positions , determine member states'  chance s to  influenc e th e outcome . Thus,
only the combination of both aspects,  (in-)equality and strength, can offer a  satisfac-
tory account for the member states' choice of EU voting rules.

Figure 2 combines the instruments measured by relative decisiveness ^ and abso-
lute inclusiveness c o of member states. For the study of specific constitutional choices,
we take into account both aspects of member states'  expectations of potential EU leg-
islation. Accordingly , th e choic e of  th e strengt h of  votin g rule s depend s o n th e
expected gains determined by the number of feasible decisions, whilst the distribution



is regulated oy  equa l o r unequal settings , m e memoe r states'  expectatio n o r a  lew
decisions b y unifor m distributio n of  E U legislativ e gain s favour s th e settin g of
unanimity, wherea s a  higher numbe r by uniform distribution result s i n unweighted
majority voting. Member states  may als o agre e on single veto player positions when
they expect  a  low number of decisions but an asymmetric distribution of EU legisla-
tive gains. Finally, weighted votes may be introduced in the case of a higher number
of decisions by asymmetric distribution.
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tion of the participation of supranational entities still remains. Studying the interaction
between the Council, the Commission and the EP, recent applications of spatial mod-
els assume d extreme policy positions of supranational entities when determining the
different procedura l wi n sets  (Steunenber g 1994 , Tsebeli s 1994 , Schneide r 1995) .
Under thi s assumption , th e participatio n of  the  Commissio n an d th e E P ma y bia s
member states'  legislativ e gains , promptin g the questio n as  to  wh y som e membe r
states should accept the restriction of their own legislative profits. Leaving aside the
assumption of extreme  polic y position s of  supranational entities , we  argu e tha t th e
Commission and the E P ar e expected  to increase the gains of  the member state s by
promising to reduce both transaction costs and the democratic deficit . Since different
procedures exist  fo r EL ) legislation , the application of decisiveness and inclusiveness
provides an insight into the member states' expectations of different policy areas.

4. Member states' expectations of policy area legislation

The consequences of different provisions for the Commission, the member states  and
the political groups in the EP are listed in Table 1 . For the reasons discussed, we meas
ure relative decisiveness by means of the Shapley-Shubik index ^  and absolute inclu
siveness by means of our index a > defined above. In the rows of  Table 1  we list the



Table 1: Relative decisiveness (Shapley-Shubik ̂ •) and absolute inclusiveness (a/f) of EU legislative actors (August 1995 )
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different rules which may be applied to the standard procedure. Each of the six proce-
dural settings has distinct effects on entities' decisiveness and inclusiveness.

Under standard procedure, we find equal and unequal settings with varying voting
quotas. Although decisivenes s ^  does no t differentiat e betwee n the membe r states
either i n th e case  of  unanimity (.0625)  o r simpl e majority (.0333),  their degree s of
inclusiveness ca  reveal the greates t difference. Unanimity guarantee s the inclusion of
all member states'  policy preferences indicated by their maximal inclusiveness of 1.0 .
In the case of simple majority, by contrast, the danger of being excluded is very high
(.5500) approachin g th e dumm y player' s inclusio n probability of  0.5.  Al l membe r
states, however, have the same absolute and relative power on different levels. Under
qualified majority in standard. Article 148 , 2b, cooperation and codecision procedure
the inclusion probability of the four large member states is 86% and 85%, respectively,
while Luxembourg' s inclusivenes s varie s betwee n 57%  an d 61% . Th e relativ e
decisiveness of large member states  is also higher here than in cases of equal settings.
Qualified majority thus stresses the differences between the member states with regard
to relative decisiveness and absolute inclusiveness.

Concerning the inter-institutiona) interaction in the standard procedure, the EP is a
dummy playe r an d ca n b e exclude d fro m building an y feasibl e winning coalition.
Hence, the EP cannot influence the outcome and its policy preference is included only
by luck. The feature of the bicameral setting is illustrated by the Commission's inclu-
siveness and decisiveness. Under standard procedure the Commission's policy prefer-
ence must be included in any legislative proposal, but its ability of being decisive var-
ies widely. The Commission is a n equal counterpart to all member states  in cases of
simple majority voting, but its decisiveness decreases from majority voting to unanim-
ity. Hence, if the member states  take  a  unanimous decision, the Commission has the
lowest share of relative power. Except for the unicameral procedure of Article 148, 2b,
the Commission' s polic y preferences  ar e include d in al l E U legislation . Qualifie d
majority discriminates betwee n the member states,  and the additional provision for a
minority rule (Article 148 , 2b) - the only unicamera l procedure - not only favours the
smaller member states' relative decisiveness but also increases their absolute inclusive-
ness.

Compared to  qualifie d majority unde r standar d procedure, th e cooperation  an d
codecision procedures hav e little effect  o n member states'  inclusiveness . Only . their
decisiveness is modified as  a  result of the participation of the EP. Hqwever, the par-
liamentary entities' probability of being included in potential EU legislation increases
substantially. Introducin g th e E P a s a  third collective  actor  i s thu s a n instrumen t
geared towards including another dimension info EU legislation without increasing the
member states'  probabilit y of  having thei r preferences  disregarded . Comparin g th e



cooperation and the codecision procedure, the latter strengthens the decisive role of the
Council in particular.

Finally, the combination of relative decisiveness and absolute inclusiveness gives
a satisfactory account for the member states'  choice of institutional settings when they
expect legislativ e gain s from  potentia l E U legislatio n i n specifi c polic y areas .
Although the participation of supranational entities, such as the Commission or the EP,
may promise higher gains , the member states'  expectation of potential EU legislative
costs prohibits the material integration of further policy areas . Material integration is
thus a function of the expected effects of institutional settings.

Table 2:  Proportion of procedural settings by treaty eras (per cent)

source; Lumpiiaiion ui own aaia, sec r^uing \ifft).

rhe selective  application of procedural setting s to  EU policy area s may serve  as  an
ndicator for the specific gains member states  expect from EU legislation. Not only do



EU voting rules vary in the degree of inclusiveness and decisiveness, but even more to
the point th e provisions fo r E U legislation have bee n changed quite differently an d
discriminate even  within policy areas . Table 2  lists the proportion of procedural set -
tings for all EU policy areas that came into operation with the Treaty of Rome in 1958,
the Single European Act in 1987  and the Maastricht Treaty in 1993.  As the table indi-
cates, the policy areas  of  agriculture, trade, association, institutional and final provi-
sions have been excepted from constitutional modifications. Changes of the status quo
in the areas of association, institutional and final provisions concern the core of the EU
framework. Whe n negotiatin g o n th e Rom e Treaty , member states  bein g in fea r of
many (unfavourable ) decision s therefore  preferred unanimity as  the principle voting
rule in these fields. By contrast, the policy areas of agriculture and trade are dominated
by the provision of qualified majority rules with voting weights under standard proce-
dure. According to our two aspects  of constitutional choice, member states  originally
expected an asymmetri c distribution of a  higher number of  EU decisions with addi-
tional gains by th e Commission's role in reducing transaction costs.  Fo r both policy
areas, characterised by the highest numbers of proposals and adoptions (König 1997 ,
86), member states  have abstained from reducing the democratic deficit by excluding
the EP,

In comparison, numerous modifications have been made in the areas of free move-
ment, traffic, common rules and social policy which encompass the participation of the
EP. The introduction of the cooperation  procedure has als o contributed to the reduc-
tion of the proportion of qualified and unanimous provisions. We  observe  a  similar
pattern fo r th e introductio n of  the codecision  procedure . Excep t fo r environmenta l
policies, the codecision procedure has replaced the former provision for the coopera-
tion procedure. Again, the recent introduction of industry policy does not promise EU
legislative gains by a high number of decisions which would pave the way for weaker
voting rules , wherea s othe r area s introduce d by th e Maastrich t Treat y provid e fo r
qualified majorities. In sum, differen t procedures an d different voting rules regulate
most E U policy areas . Ou r finding s show  a  tendenc y towards  weighted  qualifie d
majority voting in the Council either by modifications to the standard procedure or by
the introduction of the cooperation and codecision procedures. Despite this overall ten-
dency, the member states  have increased the proportion of unanimous voting rules in
some policy areas , namely in the areas of the common rules and economic and social
cohesion.

J. Conclusion

Looking beyond the scope  of  the analysi s here , th e Maastrich t Treaty  ha s brough t
about a  ne w patter n of  EU institutiona l integration . Thi s ne w for m of  integratio n



describes the move to selective expectations of potential legislative costs. It can be ob-
served m  the recen t tren d of  including provision s fo r "opt-out " clause s as  ofte n
favoured by either the United Kingdom or Denmark. The tendency towards  this new
pattern of selective EU integration has been reinforced in the provisions laid down for
Monetary Union, as is fittingly illustrated by the current debate on the economic crite-
ria fo r membership . Althoug h enlargemen t b y Easter n an d Souther n countrie s ha s
rekindled the debate on core-membership, recent constitutional development has been
characterised by th e constitutiona l choic e of  voting rules applicabl e to  al l member
states.

For th e analysi s of  recen t E U constitutiona l developmen t we  presente d ou r
approach o n constitutiona l actors'  expectation  of  legislativ e gain s tha t coul d b e
obtained by the introduction or change of voting rules. In our view, the impact of vot-
ing rules on future decision making can be expressed by two aspects,  the strength and
the (in-)equality of their settings . Due to the fact  that relative voting power analyse s
cannot consider the strength of voting rules, we introduced our concep t of inclusive-
ness measuring the frequency with which an actor will participate in winning coali-
tions in relation to the number of all winning coalitions. Since high inclusiveness of all
actors result s i n hig h statu s qu o probability , inclusivenes s directl y addresses  on e
aspect of legislative gains, namely the number of feasible coalitions in which an actor
can realise his preference.

However, the second  aspect  of legislative gains concerns their distribution among
actors. In order to  steer  th e distribution of expected  legislative gains , constitutional
actors may establish either equal or unequal settings, the latter privileging some actors
by providing different voting weights or actor-specific veto rights. Their effects can be
measured b y mean s of  th e Shapley-Shubi k inde x whic h calculate s actors'  relativ e
abilities of being decisive in forming winning coalitions. In the case of the equal "One-
Man-One-Vote" provision, actors are provided with the same relative ability to influ-
ence the distribution of expected legislative gains, while unequal provisions introduce
actor-specific prerogatives.

The reason for the establishment of unequal settings might be that all constitutional
actors agree to balance the distribution of gains when certain actors are considered to
have a  higher statu s qu o bias . In the past , constitutional actor s favoure d a  common
solution rather than allowing for core-membership . Core-membership, however, ha s
already bee n applied to E U socia l politics an d Monetary Union . Accordin g to  ou r
approach, there might be two reasons for core-membership : either EU core-member-
ship provides for eve n higher expected  gains o r constitutional actors  could not agree
on a formula for balancing the distribution of gains.
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